Syncytium-inducing capacity of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV): analysis by the use of cloned viruses.
The marked cytopathic effects of human immunodeficiency virus HIV for susceptible cells are caused mainly by fusion between cells expressing viral envelope glycoproteins and cells expressing CD4 molecule. In this study, we tested the ability of different clones of HIV to induce syncytia in CD4-positive cells. We have reported marked difference in syncytium-inducing capacity of 2 clones of human T lymphotropic virus type III (HTLV-IIIB) isolate despite no detectable difference in expression of viral glycoprotein (gp120). This difference in syncytium induction could be explained by the difference detected in their infectivity and binding activities to CD4-positive cells. Meanwhile we reported difference in syncytium-inducing capacity of 2 clones of lymphadenopathy associated virus (LAV1) isolate parallel to the different amounts of gp120 and other viral proteins expressed by these 2 clones. These results suggest that viral factors like infectivity and binding affinity of the virus to the susceptible cells and the amount of viral gp120 expressed by the infected cells may interact in a complex manner affecting fusion activity and syncytium induction in CD4-positive cells.